
Investiture Ceremony 
 
 

“He who would learn to fly one day must first learn to stand and walk and 

run……..” 

-Friederich Nietzsche 

Here at The Asian School we want  

our children to fly which is why we give them additional responsibility 

thereby helping them to overcome their fears and emerge as great leaders. 

This idea would transform their entire career. Being a leader is not about 

being liked, it’s about doing what is right. So, many leaders are afraid of 

conflict and they have a deep seeded need to be popular and cherished. They 

hate roughling feathers and making waves. They are insecure and not so 

comfortable living in their own skin. But, great leaders are different. They 

fearlessly take tough calls. They take on responsibilities for their decisions 

right or wrong instead of passing the buck. They represent maturity. They 

speak truth, they run their own race, making the right decisions and 

worrying little about public opinion. They prove that the price of greatness is 

responsibility; extra ordinary leadership is balance between tender yet tough, 

compassion yet courage, part saint part warrior, friendly yet firm. 

Acceptance of responsibility is a reflection of our attitude and the 

environment we operate in. 

Head Boy - Udit Bhatnagar   

Head Girl - Snigdha Tyagi   

Vice Head Boy -Love Rawat   

Vice Head Girl - Ayushikalyan   



House Captain: 

Arjun Boy Dushyant Arora 

Ashoka  Boy Shivganga Bhardwaj 

  Girl Ayushi Jain 

Ranjit Boy Samanvay Singh 

  Girl Shriju Acharya 

Shivaji Boy Sameer Kumar Yadav 

  Girl Parul Rai 

House Prefects:  

Arjun Boy Nalin Dhaulakhandi 

  Girl Sanya Singhla 

Ashoka Boy Akshay Singh Gahlot 

  Girl Sonal Kapoor 

Ranjit Boy Ritwik Shrimali 

 Girl Ankita 

Shivaji Boy Tej Karan  Chawla 

 Girl Himadri Chand 

Sports Captain: 

 Boy Ashish Thapa 

CCA Captain: 

 Girl Swati Chauhan 

Literary Captain: 

 Boy Chintan Rathore 

This message is clear. Success and humility go hand in hand. When others 

blow your horn, the sound goes further. Just think about it? Simplicity and 

humility are two hallmarks of greatness. 


